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Mona At Sea Oct 26 2019 Mona is a Millennial
perfectionist who fails upwards in the midst of
the 2008 economic crisis. Despite her potential,
and her top-of-her-class college degree, Mona
finds herself unemployed, living with her
parents, and adrift in life and love. Mona's the
sort who says exactly the right thing at
absolutely the wrong moments, seeing the
world through a cynic's eyes. In the financial
and social malaise of the early 2000s, Mona
walks a knife's edge as she faces down
unemployment, underemployment, the
complexities of adult relationships, and the
downward spiral of her parents' shattering
marriage. The more Mona craves perfection
and order, the more she is forced to see that it
is never attainable. Mona's journey asks the
question: When we find what gives our life
meaning, will we be ready for it?
Twenty-First Century Seapower Sep 25 2019
This book offers an assessment of the naval
policies of emerging naval powers, and the
implications for maritime security relations and
the global maritime order. Since the end of the
Cold War, China, Japan, India and Russia have
begun to challenge the status quo with the
acquisition of advanced naval capabilities. The
emergence of rising naval powers is a cause for
concern, as the potential for great power
instability is exacerbated by the multiple
maritime territorial disputes among new and
established naval powers. This work explores
the underlying sources of maritime ambition
through an analysis of various historical cases
of naval expansionism. It analyses both the
sources and dynamics of international naval
competition, and looks at the ways in which
maritime stability and the widespread benefits
of international commerce and maritime
resource extraction can be sustained through
the twenty-first century. This book will be of
much interest to students of naval power, Asian
security and politics, strategic studies, security
studies and IR in general.
Claude All at Sea Dec 21 2021 Meet Claude the ordinary dog with an extraordinary life.
Now the star of his very own TV show on
Disney Junior with 52 episodes. The first
picture book starring the delightful canine
Claude, following the much-loved fiction series.
Perfect for Claude's youngest fans. Are you
ready for a rollicking seafaring adventure? In
true Claude style, the fearless canine swooshes
out of the house via the bathtub. Out at sea and
joined by trusted companion, Sir Bobblysock,
Claude meets mermaids, dolphins, Captain
Poopdeck, and an enormous, ferocious sea
monster called Nigel! Can Claude save them all
from the monster? Praise for the Claude series:
'Illustrated with humour and elegance' The
Times 'With quirky illustrations and plenty of
humour' Metro Claude in the City was

shortlisted for the Waterstones Children's Book
Prize and selected for the Richard and Judy
Book Club. Claude Going for Gold won the
Sainsbury's Children's Book Award. Alex T.
Smith was the official World Book Day
illustrator in 2014. Follow Alex at
alextsmith.com and on Twitter: @Alex_T_Smith
All At Sea Feb 20 2022 Melissa and Owen met
on New Years’ Eve and he proposed on
Valentine’s Day. Now it’s March, and they’re
about to set sail on a two-week Caribbean
cruise – and get married on the last day at sea.
Though their relationship’s moving fast,
Melissa’s wanted to be married for years and
she knows the smart stable Owen is a great
catch so she’s sure they’ll be fine. At least,
she’s sure until she meets his brothers on the
cruise and discovers she’s dated both of them:
Austin, the fun-loving flirt whose kisses still
haunt her dreams, and Nicholas, the sweet
horror movie fan whose lack of ambition upset
her in ways she still doesn’t understand.
Melissa expected to spend tons of time onboard
with her fiancé, but he instead spends nearly
his every waking moment in the casino
displaying a previously unseen love of
gambling. This surprise, and the time she
spends with Nicholas and with Austin, makes
her question everything she thought she
wanted. Her relationship with Owen was just
fine before, but suddenly ‘just fine’ doesn’t
seem good enough to keep a marriage alive for
a lifetime. Melissa has two weeks to decide:
stay with Owen or jump ship.
Warfare at Sea, 1500-1650 Jul 24 2019 Warfare
at Sea, 1500-1650 is the first truly international
study of warfare at sea in this period.
Commencing in the late fifteenth century with
the introduction of gunpowder in naval warfare
and the rapid transformation of maritime trade,
Warfare at Sea focuses on the scope and
limitations of war before the advent of the big
battle fleets from the middle of the seventeenth
century. The book also compares the social
history of seamen and the early officer corps in
several European countries and includes
discussion on Spain, Portugal, France, Venice,
the Ottoman Empire and the Baltic states.
All the Ships at Sea Jan 10 2021 Originally
published in 1897, this early works is a
fascinating novel of the period and still an
interesting read today. Contents include; The
function of Latin, Chansons De Geste, The
Matter of Britain, Antiquity in Romance, The
making of English and the settlement of
European Prosody, Middle High German
Poetry, The 'Fox, ' The 'Rose, ' and the minor
Contributions of France, Icelandic and
Provencal, The Literature of the Peninsulas,
and Conclusion..... Many of the earliest books,
particularly those dating back to the 1900's and
before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing
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these classic works in affordable, high quality,
modern editions, using the original text and
artwor
BRITANNIA ALL AT SEA Jan 22 2022 Head
nurse Britannia finds herself strangely
attracted to the stone-faced and stoic visiting
professor Jake Luitingh van Thien. Getting a
glimpse into his softer side, Britannia takes him
up on his offer to visit his hometown in Holland
to find love…
Hope at Sea Dec 29 2019 Hope doesn’t only
want to listen to her father’s stories about his
voyages at sea, she wants to be part of those
stories. And so, unbeknownst to her parents,
she stows away on her father's 19th-century
merchant vessel. But look... The wind has
picked up and the sky is darkening... Could
there be such a thing as an adventure that is
too exciting? Join high-spirited Hope on a trip
of a lifetime in this exquisitely illustrated
picture book that also captures the love
between a father and child.
Lost at Sea Aug 05 2020 Frequently hilarious,
sometimes disturbing, always entertaining,
these fascinating stories of the chaos that lies
on the fringe of our daily lives will have you
wondering just what we're capable of. This
updated edition of Lost at Sea includes the
complete text of Frank: The True Story that
Inspired the Movie. Jon Ronson has been on
patrol with America's real-life superheroes and
to a UFO convention in the Nevada desert with
Robbie Williams. He's met a man who tried to
split the atom in his kitchen and asked a
conscious robot if she's got a soul. Fascinated
by madness, strange behaviour and the human
mind, Jon has spent his life exploring
mysterious events and meeting extraordinary
people. Collected from various sources
(including the Guardian and GQ) Lost at Sea
features the very best of his adventures.
Portions of this book have appeared previously,
in slightly different form, in Out of the
Ordinary, What I Do, the Guardian and GQ.
Horrible Histories: All at Sea Oct 19 2021
Discover all the foul facts behind the story of
Britain and Ireland's seafaring heritage. From
the early explorers to the Pilgrim Fathers, the
horrors of the slave trade to the particular
appeal of a piratical life, the Royal Navy to the
Merchant Navy, ship-building tales, fishing
traditions and beyond, it's all in Horrible
Histories: All at Sea. A brand new classic
Horrible Histories book, perfect for fans old
and new.
The Grunts All at Sea Jul 16 2021 Meet Mr
and Mrs Grunt. They're not that bad. No,
actually, they ARE. Maybe worse, even. But
Sunny, their sort-of son, is okay. They stole him
from a washing line as a baby. He was hanging
by his ears, which probably explains why
they're so wonky.
Britannia All at Sea and Wish with the Candles
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Sep 17 2021 Britannia All at Sea It's love at
first sight for Britannia Smith when she meets
Professor Jake Luitingh van Thien. She even
follows him to Holland, hoping to see more of
him. To her joy, he proposes! But just when all
seems perfect, she becomes convinced that to
go ahead with their wedding might ruin Jake's
life. Wish with the Candles During his visit to
her hospital, Dutch surgeon Justin Teylingen
develops great respect and admiration for
Emma Hastings's skills. But that's not the same
as feeling loveand it's love that she wants from
Justin. Why would he see her as anything more
than an efficient colleague when far prettier
girls are his for the asking?
All at Sea Oct 31 2022 Shortlisted for the 2017
PEN Ackerley Prize ‘The thing to remember
about this story is that every word is true. If I
never told it to a soul, and this book did not
exist, it would not cease to be true. I don’t mind
at all if you forget this. The important thing is
that I don’t.’
Lost At Sea Feb 29 2020 Recounts the worst
commercial fishing disaster in American
history, in which fourteen men drowned in 1983
in the Bering Sea, tracing the investigation into
the disaster and its far-reaching consequences.
All at Sea Jun 26 2022 The tale of (Louis R.)
Harlan's transition from adolescence to
manhood is related memorably in All at Sea:
Coming of Age in World War II. Laced with
vignettes depicting the author's naval mistakes,
his escapades with and in pursuit of women,
and his difficulty in returning to civilian life
after the war, All at Sea is a welcome change of
pace from more standard, stoic tales of wartime
heroism. Harlan's frankness isn't limited to the
details of his bouts with ineptitude as a young
naval ensign. He also makes pointed
observations about the importance of World
War II compared to conflicts that have taken
place since then, and about the evolution of his
own racial attitudes as a product of the South
suddenly thrown into settings in which he saw
African Americans from a different perspective.
All at Sea Mar 24 2022 Synopsis coming
soon.......
All at Sea on Land Aug 29 2022
Annie Stanley, All At Sea May 26 2022 'It's
like a big hug in a book' - Janice Hallett, author
of The Appeal Sometimes the end is only the
beginning . . . Annie is single, unemployed and
just a bit stuck when her beloved father dies
unexpectedly. Furious at his partner’s plans to
scatter his ashes somewhere of no emotional
significance, Annie seizes the urn and, on a
whim, decides to take it on a tour of the thirtyone sea areas that make up the shipping
forecast, which her father loved listening to,
despite living in landlocked St Albans.
Travelling around the coastline of Britain
searching for the perfect place to say goodbye,
she starts to wonder if it might be time to
rethink some of the relationships in her life –
but is it too late for second chances? A novel
about love, loss and the importance of living life
to the full, Annie Stanley, All at Sea by Sue
Teddern is proof that it’s often the most
difficult moments in life that show us what
really matters. 'Witty, wise with wonderful
characters. I absolutely loved this book' - Katie
Fforde, author of A Springtime Affair
Robin Hood All at Sea Sep 05 2020 He may
be the best robber in the forest but can Robin
Hood make it as a fisherman? Find out in this

hilarious fast-paced action adventure story.
Ottoline at Sea May 02 2020 Ottoline and Mr.
Munroe do everything and go everywhere
together. That is, until the day Mr. Munroe
mysteriously disappears, leaving a strange clue
written in string . . . Armed with her Amateur
Roving Collectors' travel pass, Ottoline sets off
on a journey over, under and on top of the sea
to find her hairy best friend - and bring him
back home. Ottoline at Sea is the third
enchanting Ottoline adventure from Kate
Greenaway award winner, Chris Riddell. With
his appealing illustration style, Riddell's
humorous details make this a book to pore over
and adore.
All at Sea Mar 31 2020 Includes many of the
views painted by marine artist Robert Lloyd.
This book contains a variety of Robert Lloyd's
paintings ranging from historical views,
including Cunard and P&O ships, and a variety
of cargo ships, coasters, ferries and tankers.
The Worst Witch at Sea Jun 14 2021 Catch
up on Mildred Hubble’s magical adventures at
Miss Cackle’s Academy for Witches with these
reissued editions featuring energetic new
covers. Mildred’s beloved tabby cat has been
deemed “unsuitable” for a witch, and is
relegated to the kitchens to be a mouser. But
when her class flies off on a school trip, Mildred
concocts a plan to rescue Tabby — and bring
him along in secret!
Horrible Histories: Stormin' Normans (New
Edition) Jul 04 2020 Readers can discover all
the foul facts about the Stormin' Normans,
including why Norman knights slept with a
dolly and which pirate hung up his eye-patch.
With a bold, accessible new look and revised by
the author, these bestselling titles are sure to
be a huge hit with yet another generation of
Terry Deary fans.
International Order at Sea Nov 07 2020 This
book examines how international order at sea is
challenged, changed and maintained. The book
surveys challenges to the international order at
sea in the Asia-Pacific, the Indian Ocean
Region, the Atlantic Ocean and the Arctic
Ocean. It explores the interaction between and
cooperation among leading, emerging and
smaller naval powers, both naval and
coastguard responses, required for the
maintenance of good order at sea. Six broad
and interlinked issues are identified that will
influence the future international order at sea:
the balance between the maritime and the
continental domains; the balance between great
power rivalry and cooperation; the contest
between access and denial; the operational
balance between preparing; building and
training for warfighting as opposed to
operations other than war; how to manage
‘disorder’ security challenges that very often
transcends territorial waters and national
boundaries, and finally, the balance between
safeguarding national interests and
contributing to collective efforts preserving the
international order at sea.
Humanity at Sea Jun 22 2019 This book
integrates legal, historical, and philosophical
materials to illuminate the migration topic and
to provide a novel theory of human rights.
Class Three at Sea Aug 24 2019 In the sequel
to Class Two at the Zoo, the teacher and
students of Class Three are so absorbed by the
marine life they see while sailing on the ocean
that they do not notice that they are being
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pursued by pirates.
All at Sea Aug 17 2021 An enthralling,
opposites-attract lesbian romance about what
lies beneath.
Zoom at Sea Jan 28 2020 A re-issue of Tim
Wynne-Jones and Eric Beddows’ classic picture
book Zoom at Sea, published in celebration of
Groundwood’s 35th anniversary. The enhanced
epub version includes a read-aloud feature of
the story narrated by Tim Wynne-Jones. This
fanciful nautical adventure stars a winsome cat
named Zoom, who stays indoors paddling in the
sink or sailing in the bathtub all night when
other self-respecting cats are out mousing and
howling at the moon. One day Zoom finds in his
Uncle Roy's diary a map of the sea and how to
get there, which leads him to the huge house of
the beautiful Maria. When, with the turn of a
large wheel, mysterious Maria launches him on
a wonderful sea voyage, the first of Zoom’s
adventures begins.
In The Bath Apr 12 2021 In The Bath:
Conquering the Channel in a Piece of Plumbing
is a celebration of the epic absurd, an attempt
to explain just how out of hand things can
become from a very simple starting point. The
book follows the author's death-defying 200mile journey in his antique Thomas Crapper
bath - not just across the Channel, but around
Kent - right up to the tremendous reception and
huge media attention which awaited him under
Tower Bridge. Tim met the Queen, and his bath
now resides in the National Maritime Museum
of Great Britain.
Peabody All at Sea Jun 02 2020 Special
detective Peabody and his assistant, Humbug
the dog, plan to a trip to the seaside but end up
searching for the thieves of their ship's missing
valuables.
Secrets at Sea Oct 07 2020 The adorable tale
of a family of mice stowaways on an
adventurous ship's journey In the beloved
tradition of The Borrowers, The Tale of
Despereaux, and The Cricket in Times Square,
here is an irresistible adventure story about the
tiny creatures who secretly live among us
humans, as only Newbery Medal winner
Richard Peck could imagine it. Set on a grand
cruise ship to England in 1887, this beautifully
illustrated tale of a charming family of mice is
full of laughs, near misses, and surprises.
Multiple-award-winning author Richard Peck at
his best and most playful!
All at Sea Sep 29 2022
Britannia All at Sea Nov 19 2021 SECOND
THOUGHTS It was love at first sight for
Britannia Smith when she met Professor Jake
Luitingh van Thien. She even shamelessly
followed him to Holland, hoping to see more of
him. Britannia succeeded and to her joy, he
proposed! But just when all seemed perfect, she
met Madeleine de Venz. Madeleine was right
for Jake, in every way, and Britannia became
utterly convinced that to go ahead with their
wedding might ruin Jake’s life.
Class Three All At Sea Apr 24 2022 On the
day Class Three went to sea, they saw donkeys
dancing on the quay. They saw soggy sea lions
skimming stones, but they didn't see the skull
and crossbones! Watch Class Three as they sail
away, unaware of the pirates in their wake! Will
they become helpless captives, or will they
manage to outwit the fearsome crew? "A funny,
quirky story, likely to appeal to many small
children. The lovely, bright colours make it very
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attractive." - The Bookbag Class Two at the
Zoo, voted Best Book of 2008 by thousands of
children, won the Stockport Schools Book
award. Read about award-winning author Julia
Jarman at www.juliajarman.com Find out more
about bestselling illustrator Lynne Chapman at
www.lynnechapman.co.uk
At Sea Feb 08 2021 “Moving and
immersive...truly compelling.” —Marjan Kamali,
nationally bestselling author of The Stationery
Shop What happens when the man you love
most in the world—who may be lying about
everything—unexpectedly disappears and takes
your small child with him? Emma Fedor’s
riveting and powerful debut explores the
fierceness of first love and how far one woman
will go to learn the painful truth about her
family. When Cara and Brendan first meet,
she’s fresh out of college, recovering from the
recent death of her mother, and spending time
on Martha’s Vineyard while trying to figure out
her next steps. She’s swept away by Brendan’s
humor and charm, and intoxicated by his
thrilling, dangerous secret: he can breathe
underwater. Able to stay beneath the waves for
longer than should be possible, Brendan reveals
that he is part of a secret experimental unit of
the US Special Forces. And Cara, struck by the
power of his conviction, by his unstoppable
charisma, and by the evidence before her,
believes him. Their summer romance turns
serious. Then Cara gets pregnant. When their
son, Micah, is born, she’s sure their happy
ending is underway. Still, she’s thrown by
Brendan’s dramatic moods, his unexplained
disappearances, and the weight of his secrets.
Cara is determined to stay strong for her young
family, to heal Brendan’s psychic wounds, to
keep him safe. Until he and baby Micah vanish,
leaving her desolate and alone and questioning
everything she once thought was true. Five
years later, Cara is still struggling to move
forward, married to another man and trying to
rebuild her life, when a local fisherman

announces he’s spotted two people—one of
them a small child—treading water in
Nantucket Sound, far from any vessels and
miles from shore. The news rekindles Cara’s
never-abandoned hope that her little boy may
still be alive. As she fights to untangle delusion
from reality, and revisits a past she’s worked
hard to reconcile, Cara is determined to learn
the truth about her lost love and finally find her
son.
All At Sea Jul 28 2022 All At Sea is a
celebration of the epic absurd, an attempt to
explain just how out of hand things can become
from a very simple starting point. The book
follows the author's death-defying 200-mile
journey in his antique Thomas Crapper bath not just across the Channel, but around Kent right up to the tremendous reception and huge
media attention which awaited him under
Tower Bridge. Tim met the Queen, and his bath
now resides in the National Maritime Museum
of Great Britain.
Not All at Sea May 14 2021 Kierkegaard
scholars will be unfazed by the length of this
memoir. Male Aspergers will be encouraged by
the relationships with women. Yachts(wo)men
may be surprised to learn there is life 'on the
beach'. But this is not Mad Men meets Lucky
Jim.
Safety and Security at Sea Mar 12 2021 Safety
and Security at Sea is concerned with the safe
operation of ships and consequently with
preventing errors and oversights. This book
contributes to safety where it is most effective right at the site of work, on board the ship
itself. It is here, indisputably, that it will
prevent accidents and save lives. It translates
theory into practice besides covering several
new and current topics. This book is aimed at
every deck officer - at every rank and on all
ships. The book also attends to other manifest
needs and discusses piracy, stowaways,
management of crew on board and several
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other new and current topics in the interest of
safety. All deck officers will find, when
preparing for professional examinations, that
the area which the oral section of these
examinations at any level (Class One, Two or
Three) cover - safety - is the one in which this
book specialises. It will be an invaluable aid in
passing these exams. By discussing essential
details in every part of a voyage, parts that
form different subjects in the theoretical
section, it becomes an excellent reference book
for them. In addition, it will also asist the staff
of shipping companies in compiling ship
operation manuals. This book includes the
advice of various notices from the Marine
Safety Agency and of guidelines from the
International Maritime Organisation. It explains
their requirements - International safety
management code, emergency pollution control
plans and others. In order to deal with ship
board work thoroughly, this book takes an
entire voyage into account. That is the reason
for the sequence of its chapters to correspond
to the progress of an actual voyage. The book
begins with a ship embarking on a voyage and,
in succession, conveys its message in a
comfortable language. The last chapter leaves
the reader at the beginning of another, but a
safer, voyage. A summary is included at the end
of each chapter.
Mango and Bambang Book 2 Dec 09 2020
Synopsis coming soon.......
Worse Things Happen at Sea! Nov 27 2019
The people of Ratbridge are going crazy for the
amazing miracle medicine, Black Jollop. But
disaster strikes when it looks as though the
powerful pick-me-up is running out! It's up to
Arthur and his friends on board the Nautical
Laundry to journey afar to gather the secret
ingredient. It's excitement ahoy in this madcap
story, full of hilarious and outrageous
characters, including the loveable Boxtrolls
who are now stars in the Oscar-nominated film
The Boxtrolls.
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